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Abstract As p-calculus based on the interleaving seman-

tics cannot depict the true concurrency and has few sup-

porting tools, it is translated into Petri nets. p-calculus is
divided into basic elements, sequence, concurrency, choice

and recursive modules. These modules are translated into

Petri nets to construct a complicated system. Petri nets

semantics for p-calculus visualize system structure as well

as system behaviors. The structural analysis techniques

allow direct qualitative analysis of the system properties

on the structure of the nets. Finally, Petri nets semantics

for p-calculus are illustrated by applying them to mobile

telephone systems.
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1 Introduction

Petri nets and p-calculus are promising mathematical

modeling tools for describing, analyzing and verifying

concurrent systems [1]. p-calculus [2] is employed to

model concurrent systems with dynamic topology, and

supports formal analysis of systems in a variety of well-

established techniques. However, the processes of p-cal-
culus are complicated, and they cannot visually model the

system architecture or depict the true concurrency.

Moreover, p-calculus has few supporting tools, such as

MWB and HAL. While Petri nets are a graphical and

mathematical modeling tool, which are suitable for

describing concurrent, distributed and asynchronous sys-

tems [3]. Petri nets put emphasis on modeling system
structure and analyzing system properties, and they can

effectively depict the true concurrency. Besides, there

are many tools available for simulating, analyzing and

verifying Petri nets model (http://www.informatik.

uni-hamburg.de/TGI/PetriNets/tools/).

To remedy the deficiencies of p-calculus, p-calculus is
translated into Petri nets. Consequently, the structural

analysis techniques and supporting tools for Petri nets

can be adopted to analyze and verify the concurrent sys-

tems with dynamic topology. In recent years, there is work

aiming at translating p-calculus into Petri nets [4–7].

However, the methods present some especial Petri nets

that cannot use existing supporting tools of Petri nets.
Furthermore, most methods are too complicated to effi-

ciently describe systems.

In this paper, p-calculus is divided into basic elements,

recursive, sequence, concurrency and choice modules.

These modules are translated into Petri nets, and then
construct a complicated system.

2 Petri nets semantics for p-calculus

The Petri nets model of the process P is called NP in which

colored tokens, arcs with arc expression function, and tran-

sitions with guard functions are employed. Channels in p-
calculus are divided into restricted channels and unrestric-

ted channels. The restricted channels are only used in the

interior of the process. According to the work in Ref. [7],

the transitions and arcs associated with the restricted chan-

nels are labeled and cannot interact with the other Petri

nets models. Places are labeled by their status symbols

(entry places by e, internal places by i, and exit places by

x) [7]. The preset of e is empty and the post-set of x is
empty. Actions in p-calculus correspond to transitions in

Petri nets. Transitions have two different kinds of labels:

ordinary transitions and communication transitions t.
Allelomorph names are mapping into transitions t.

To describe the characteristics of dynamic actions in p-
calculus, the trace is introduced from the communicating

sequential processes (CSP) [8].
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Definition 1 A set of actions in P executed in turn is

called a trace of P, denoted as traces(P)5Saction1,
action2, … T. The set of all traces is denoted as traces(P).

The null trace ST belongs to traces(P).

Definition 2 The connection of two traces s and t is the

action connection, denoted as s^t.

Traces of p-calculus are similar to the firing sequence s
of Petri nets, which depict the dynamic action character-

istics. The prefix expressions p [ ft,y(x),�yx,�y(x)g of p-cal-
culus are regarded as basic elements, and the process are

divided into recursive, sequence, concurrency and choice

modules. Petri nets semantics of these modules are dis-

cussed in detail as follows.

2.1 Petri nets semantics for basic elements in p-calculus

The basic elements p [ ft,y(x),�yx,�y(x)g describe processes

actions. Processes are composed of sequential, concur-

rent, choice, and recursive composition of the basic ele-

ments.

Rule 1 Petri nets semantic Np for p.0

The action p is represented by the transition tp, which is

added with an input place and an output place, as shown

in Fig. 1(a).

According to Fig. 1(a), traces(p.0)5 {ST,SpT},
ss(Np)5 {ST,StpT}. Although p and tp are different

symbols, they represent the same action. Therefore, the

following conclusion is deduced.

Conclusion 1 If the Petri nets modelNp is deduced from

the p-calculus process p.0 by Rule 1, then traces(p.0)5
ss(Np).

2.2 Petri nets semantic for recursive module in

p-calculus

The recursion in p-calculus is similar to that of CCS [2].

P5 defa.P denotes that the action a is infinitely executed.

Rule 2 Petri nets semantic Na.P for P5 defa.P

Assume that the process P is translated into NP. The

rule for P5 defa.P translated into Na.P is as follows: the

action a is represented by the transition ta, the output

place and input arc of NP are deleted, and an arc between

the transition ta and the input place is added. The Petri

nets semantic of the recursion in p-calculus is shown in

Fig. 1(b).

In this paper, dotted places and transitions represent

abstract elements, which can be refined into internal

implementations; the process P and Q have been translated

into Petri nets models NP and NQ, and traces(P)5ss(NP),

traces(Q)5ss(NQ).

The trace set of P5 defa.P is traces([a5 b]P)5 {ST,
SaTn}, which executes the action a for n times.

According to Rule 2 and Fig. 1(b), the firing sequence

of Na.P is ss (Na.P)5 {ST,StaTn}. Although a and ta are

different symbols, they represent the same action.

Therefore the following conclusion is deduced.

Conclusion 2 If the Petri nets model Na.P is deduced

from the p-calculus process P5 defa.P by the mapping

Rule 2, then traces(p.0)5 ss (Np).

The replication !P in p-calculus is given by the definition

!P5P|!P, which represents an unbounded number of

copies of P. The Petri nets semantic of !P is given by Rule 2.

2.3 Petri nets semantics for sequence module in p-calculus

Rule 3 Petri nets semantic Np.P for p.P

The process p.P indicates that P is executed after p is

executed. The rule for p.P translated into Np.P is as fol-

lows: the action p is represented by the transition tp, the

entry places e containing a token is added for tp, NP is

regarded as an abstract place, and then tp is regarded as

the pre-transition of NP. The Petri nets semantic of p.P is

shown in Fig. 2(a).

The trace set of p.P is traces(p.P)5{ST,SpT^s‘s

[ traces(P)}. According to Rule 3 and Fig. 2(a), the firing

sequence of Np.P is ss(Np.P)5 {ST, StpT^ss(NP)}.

Although p and tp are different symbols, they represent

the same action. Therefore, the following conclusion is

deduced.

Conclusion 3 If the Petri nets model Np.P is deduced

from the p-calculus process p.P by the mapping Rule 3,

then traces(p.P)5 ss(Np.P).

Rule 4 Petri nets semantic NP.Q for P.Q

The process P.Q represents the sequence structure,

where Q is executed after P. The rule for P.Q translated

Fig. 1 Petri nets semantics for basic element and recursion
module. (a) Np; (b) Na.P

Fig. 2 Petri nets semantics for sequence and concurrency
modules. (a) Np.P; (b) NP.Q; (c) NP|Q;(d) NP|Q
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into NP.Q is as follows. The token in the input place of NQ

is deleted, the input place of NQ and output place of NP

are combined as the input place ofNQ, and the input place

of NP and output place of NQ are regarded as the input

and output place of NP.Q, respectively. The Petri nets
semantic of P.Q is shown in Fig. 2(b).

If the process P successfully terminates after s1 is exe-

cuted, then the process Q can execute, and traces(P.Q)

5 {s1^s2‘s1[ traces(P)‘s2 [ traces(Q)}. According to the

mapping Rule 4 and Fig. 2(b), when P terminates, the

token in P is added into the input place of NQ, therefore,

ss(NP.Q)5 {s1^s2‘s1[ss(NP)‘s2 [ss (NQ)}.

If the process P is a deadlock, then traces(P.Q)
5 {traces(P)}, and NP is a deadlock; thereby the output

place of NP, namely, the input place of NQ, will not be

marked, then the transitions of NQ will not be enabled.

Therefore, ss(NP.Q)5 {ss(NP)}. The following conclu-

sion is deduced.

Conclusion 4 If the Petri nets model NP.Q is deduced

from the p-calculus process P.Q by the mapping Rule 4,

then traces(P.Q)5 ss(NP.Q).

2.4 Petri nets semantic for concurrency module in p-
calculus

The symbol ‘‘|’’ in p-calculus represents concurrency.
Rule 5 Petri nets semantic NP|Q for P|Q

The process P|Q has two different types.

1) If P and Q are independent, the Petri nets semantic
NP|Q of P|Q is shown in Fig. 2(c), where NP and NQ are

concurrent.

2) If P communicates with Q by allelomorph name,

such as P~�yx or P~�y(x), Q5 y(z), then P and Q are

synchronous processes and allelomorph name �yxjy(z) is
handshake protocol [9].

Allelomorph name is mapped into the communication

transition t, which is regarded as an internal action or a
silent action and is only used in P and Q. The Petri nets

semantic NP|Q of P|Q is shown in Fig. 2(d).

The trace set of P|Q is traces(P|Q)5 {s1 [ traces(P)
‘s2 [ traces(Q)}. According to the mapping Rule 5, in

the first type, the firing sequence of NP|Q is ss(NP|Q)

5 {s1 [ ss(NP)‘s2 [ ss(NQ)}. In the second type,

although allelomorph names are mapped into the com-

munication transition t, the input and output actions
are executed and the firing sequence is the same as that

in the first type. Therefore, the following conclusion is

deduced.

Conclusion 5 If the Petri nets model NP|Q is deduced

from the p-calculus process P|Q by the mapping Rule 5,

then traces(P|Q)5 ss(NP|Q).

2.5 Petri nets semantics for choice module in p-calculus

The symbol ‘‘+’’ in p-calculus represents the choice; the

match [a5b]P is also regarded as a special choice. [a5b]P

behaves like P if the names a and b are identical, otherwise,

it behaves like 0 [10].

Rule 6 Petri nets semantic NP+Q for P +Q
The rule for P +Q translated into NP+Q is as follows.

The input places ofNP andNQ are combined as a common

input place. The Petri nets semantic of P+Q is shown in

Fig. 3(a).

The trace set of P +Q is traces(P+Q)5 {s|s [ traces(P)
~s [ traces(Q)}. According to the mapping Rule 6 and

Fig. 3(a), the firing sequence of NP+Q is ss(NP+Q)5 {s|
s [ ss(NP)~s [ ss(NQ)}. Therefore, the following conclu-

sion is deduced.

Conclusion 6 If the Petri nets model NP+Q is deduced

from the p-calculus process P +Q by the mapping Rule 6,

then traces(P +Q)5 ss(NP +Q).

Rule 7 Petri nets semantic N[a5b]P for [a5 b]P

The rule for [a5 b]P translated into N[a5b]P is as fol-

lows: the auxiliary transitions t1 and t2 are added as the

prefix transitions of the input and output places of NP,

which judge the match of names. The input place with a

token is added for t1 and t2. The Petri nets semantic of

[a5 b]P is shown in Fig. 3(b).

The trace set of [a5 b]P is traces([a5 b]P)5 {ST,
S[a? b]T, S[a5 b]T^s‘s [ traces(P)}. According to the

mapping Rule 7 and Fig. 3(b), the firing sequence of

N[a5b]P is ss(N[a5b]P)5 {ST,St2T, St1T^s‘s [ ss(NP)}.

Although [a5 b] and t1 are different symbols, they repre-

sent the same action. [a? b] and t2 also represent the same

action. Therefore, the following conclusion is deduced.

Conclusion 7 If the Petri nets modelN[a5b]P is deduced

from the p-calculus process [a5 b]P by the mapping Rule

7, then traces([a5 b]P)5 ss(N[a5b]P).

According to the rules, Petri nets semantics of p-cal-
culus are set up.

2.6 Effectiveness for Petri nets semantics

Petri nets semantics of p-calculus should not change func-

tional characteristics of systems. Two criteria called con-

currency and functional equivalence are used to judge the

effectiveness of Petri nets semantics [11].

Fig. 3 Petri nets semantics for choice modules. (a) NP+Q; (b)
N[a5b]P
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1) Concurrency: Petri nets semantics of p-calculus
should represent the intended concurrency of processes.

p-calculus is based on the interleaving semantics, where

concurrency is reduced to the non-deterministic choice. p-
calculus cannot distinguish the processes P5 a|b and

Q5 a.b + b.a. The Petri nets semantics of P and Q are

shown in Fig. 4. As Petri nets are non interleaving models,

it is possible to distinguish between concurrency (Fig.

4(a)) and non-deterministic interleaving (Fig. 4(b)).

2) Functional equivalence: in p-calculus, the set of sta-
tus is regarded as the nodes of graph, and the arrows of

graph correspond to the actions. The graph can be called

transition systems (TS), which is similar to reachability

graph (RG) in Petri nets. The strong bisimulation relation
between TS and RG is defined as follows.

Definition 3 A binary relation S#TS6RG is a

strong bisimulation if (P, M) [S implies, for actions a
and transition t [T,

a) If P
a

P0, then ’M9, M[tTM9 and (P9, M9) [S.

b) If M[tTM9, then ’P9, P
a

P0 and (P9, M9) [S.

The actions in p-calculus must correspond to the tran-

sitions of Petri nets. According to Conclusions 1–7, the
trace t of P corresponds to the firing sequence s of Np,

and the actions and their order in t are the same as those

in s. Therefore, the relation between the transition sys-

tems of P and the reachability graph of NP is a strong

bisimulation.

Theorem 1 The process P in p-calculus and its Petri

nets semantic Np are equivalent.

3 Case study: mobile telephone system

A mobile telephone system is used to illustrate Petri nets

semantics of p-calculus [12]. The system consists of two

cars with two mobile telephones, two stations, and a

central controller. Each station is located in a different

part of the country. A car moves about the country, and

it should always be in contact with a station. If a car is

far from its current station, then it should switch to

another station. Assume a5 {talk, switch, gain, lose},

the station, controller, and car may be written in p-
calculus as follows:

Stationi(ai)~def talki:StationiSaiTzlosei(ti,si):

informi(tj ,sj):switchiStj ,sjT:Stationj(aj),

Controli(losei,informi)~def loseiStalki,switchiT:

informiStalkj,switchjT:

Controlj(losej ,informj),

Cari(talki,switchi)~def talki:CariStalki,switchiT

zswitchi(ti,si):CariSti,siT:

ð1Þ

The mobile telephone system is described as follows:

System~(nai : i~1,2)(Car1(talk1,switch1)jStation1(a1)j
Control1(lose1,inform1)jCar2(talk2,switch2)j
Station2(a2)jControl2(lose2,inform2)): ð2Þ

According to Petri nets semantics of p-calculus, the
processes of the station, car and central controller are

translated into Petri nets, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The

dotted places are abstract places which are the inter-

faces with the other processes. Petri nets models of

Station1 and Station2 are similar, therefore, only the
model of Station1 is shown. The model of Control1 is

also shown in the models of Control1 and Control2.

According to allelomorph names, the related transitions

of Petri nets models are combined into communication

transitions, and then the Petri nets model NSystem of the

systems is set up. NSystem is shown in Fig. 5(b), where

Petri nets semantics of the processes are shown in the

dotted frame, and the transitions talki, losei, switchi,
informi are communication transitions (t). According

to NSystem, two tokens in place P1 and P7 represent

Car1 and Car2 respectively, and Car1 and Car2 are con-

currently executed. Therefore, the Petri nets semantics

can describe the concurrent action. Once the Car1 is

rather far from Station1, Control1 inform Car1 switch

its channel to Station2.

The Petri nets supporting tools (such as INA, http://

www2.informatik.hu-berlin.de/,starke/ina.html) can be

employed to analyze and verify the model after p-calculus
is translated into Petri nets model. According to the INA
analysis results, NSystem is bounded, the number of reach-

able states is 21, and it is active.

Fig. 4 Concurrency and non-deterministic choice. (a)
Concurrency; (b) non-deterministic choice
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4 Conclusions

In this paper, p-calculus is divided into basic elements,

sequence, concurrency, choice and recursive modules.
These modules are translated into Petri nets that com-

pose complex systems. The reason for p-calculus map-

ping into Petri nets is that Petri nets are intuitive and

understandable tools that depict the true concurrency of

systems and they have many support tools. Finally,

according to Petri nets semantics of p-calculus, the pro-

cesses of the mobile telephone system are effectively trans-

lated into Petri nets model analyzed by INA.
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